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Abstract

We provide an overview of the methods that can be used for prediction under uncertainty and data fitting
of dynamical systems, and of the fundamental challenges that arise in this context. The focus is on SIR-like
models, that are being commonly used when attempting to predict the trend of the COVID-19 pandemic.
In particular, we raise a warning flag about identifiability of the parameters of SIR-like models; often, it
might be hard to infer the correct values of the parameters from data, even for very simple models, making
it non-trivial to use these models for meaningful predictions. Most of the points that we touch upon are
actually generally valid for inverse problems in more general setups.

Keywords: Dynamical Systems, Mathematical Epidemiology, Uncertainty Quantification, Model
Identifiability, Bayesian Inversion, Fisher Approximation

1. Introduction

This work provides an overview of the methods that can be used for prediction under uncertainty (also
known as Uncertainty Quantification) and data fitting of dynamical systems, and of the fundamental chal-
lenges that arise in this context. While this work can be easily connected with the usage of SIR-like models
for the COVID-19 pandemic, the discussion presented here is actually valid for compartmental models in
epidemiology and for dynamical systems in general; most points would actually be valid also in the context
of inverse problems with spatial inhomogeneities. We put particular emphasis on the issue of identifiability,
whose possible lack might cause serious issues when attempting long-term forecasts. To make our case clearer,
in this work we use synthetic data only, which gives us full control on the errors generated by the numerical
identifiability procedure.

For the sake of compactness, we have chosen to not provide many technical details on the topics that we
touch, but rather point the reader to the relevant bibliography. For the same reason, most of the bibliography
for further reading is provided at the end of each section, rather than during the discussion. We chose,
however, to keep a rather concrete register, therefore each section comes with one or two short examples. We
use for this purpose simple models, with the understanding that the points raised by the examples will be
even more valid for more complicated models. For a more bird’s eye view on data-informed modeling and
identifiability and their ramifications in the general society, see e.g. [1, 33]. For readers’ convenience, we
report here the topic of each section and list the examples:

Section 2: Short overview of SIR-like models in epidemiology
Section 3: Forward Uncertainty Quantification (UQ): tools to make predictions under uncertainty
Section 4: Sensitivity analysis
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Section 5: Inverse UQ (data fitting): preliminary step to reduce uncertainties by incorporating data
Section 6: An ideal UQ workflow, from data to predictions under uncertainty
Section 7: Structural identifiability
Section 8: Practical identifiability
Section 9: Discussion and conclusions: a revisited UQ workflow

Example 1: Forward UQ of a SIR model
Example 2: Computing the Sobol indices for a SIR model
Example 3: Inverse and posterior-based Forward UQ of a SIR model
Example 4: Incorporating prior information on parameters in Inverse UQ
Example 5: Inverse UQ when different data types have different noise levels
Example 6: Structural identifiability of a SIR model by differential algebra
Example 7: Structural identifiability of a SIR model by mapping approach
Example 8: Practical non-identifiability of a SIR model with unknown under-reporting factor
Example 9: Structural and practical non-identifiability of a SEIRD model

2. SIR-like models in epidemiology

The recent COVID-19 pandemic has triggered an unprecedented effort among researchers worldwide1. In
the field of applied mathematics, a large share of this effort has been focusing on devising tools to forecast
the trends of the epidemics.

The most widely used tools to this end are compartmental models, where individuals of a population are
categorized in compartments (Infected, Recovered, Dead, etc.) and can transition from one compartment to
another according to some “transition rates”. The origin of these models can be traced back to the work
of [38]. The actual model in that paper was a system of integro-differential equations. Some simplifications
allow to rewrite those equations as a non-linear system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs), whose
simplest form is the SIR model: 

Ṡ = − β

Npop
IS

İ =
β

Npop
IS − rI

Ṙ = rI,

(1)

which describes the time-evolution of three compartments: individuals (S)usceptible to the disease, indi-
viduals (I)nfected with the disease, and finally individuals (R)emoved from the disease dynamics (either
because they recovered, assuming immunity after having contracted the disease, or died). The total number
of individuals in the population Npop = S + I + R is supposed constant, and individuals transition from
one compartment to the next one with certain transition rates β, r. Besides the ODE, the Kermack and
McKendrick integro-differential equations can also be rewritten as a stochastic differential equation whose
limit is the ODE equation; see [14].

Of course, a simple SIR model is insufficient to capture the dynamics of the COVID-19 disease, due to its
biological peculiarities, such as the incubation time and the presence of asymptomatic carriers of the disease,
as well as human interventions such as individuals in quarantine (hence with limited transmissivity) and
hospitalized. Therefore, many works in the COVID-19 literature consider more complex variations of the
simple SIR model (1) with, for example, more compartments, time-dependent coefficients, or by introducing
network models, in an attempt to better describe the dynamics of the pandemic and provide reliable forecasts
of its evolution. Of course, one should always keep in mind that while more complex models have potentially
a greater predictive power, they are also more complex to analyze and tune, so that one should ideally look
for for the model with the optimal trade-off between these two aspects.

1On July 14th: 1600+ preprints on arxiv.org, 5100+ preprints on medrxiv.org, 1400+ preprints on biorxiv.org
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Bibliography and further reading.

• For a survey of SIR-like models “pre-COVID” for diseases such as Zika, Dengue, Ebola, H1N1, see
[13, 14, 71, 59, 16, 36, 57, 70].

• For some examples of SIR-like models for COVID, see e.g. [31, 3, 52, 73, 19, 30, 40].

• A somewhat different approach is proposed in [54], where the underlying model is a simple SIR, with
a more complex model for the probability distribution of the delays between infection and the observed
events (hospitalization, recovery, death).

• Control strategies for SIR-like systems are also an important topic, see e.g. [2].

3. Forward Uncertainty Quantification (UQ): tools to make predictions under uncertainty

In general, SIR-like models can be written as ODE systems for a state vector X with Nstates components.
The evolution of the system depends on Ncoef coefficients p = [p1, . . . , pNcoef ] and on the Nstates initial
conditions q = [q1, . . . , qNstates ]. Moreover, we might be interested in monitoring not only the states of the
system but also some related quantities Y (Quantities of Interest, say we have Nqoi of them), which can be
derived from X by an observation operator G, that in turn might depend on some hyper-parameters h (let
us denote their number by Nhyp): 

Ẋ = f(X,p)

X(t0) = q

Y (t) = G(X(t),h),

(2)

where ∀t ∈ [0, T ] we have X ∈ RNstates , Y ∈ RNqoi , and f(·,p) : RNstates → RNstates , G(·,h) : RNstates →
RNqoi , p ∈ RNcoef , q ∈ RNstates , h ∈ RNhyp .

We collect coefficients and initial conditions in a vector ϑ = [p, q] with Nϑ = Ncoef +Nstates components.
Throughout the manuscript, we refer to ϑ as parameters, and we will write X(ϑ), Y (ϑ,h) to emphasize the
dependence of the states and quantities of interest on parameters and hyper-parameters. For SIR, p = [β, r],
and Y might be for instance:

• the peak-time of number of infected persons: G(X) = arg maxt∈[0,T ] I(t);

• the cumulative number of infected persons: G(X) =
∫ T

0
I(t)dt. This quantity is also called incidence

data in epidemiology, as opposed to prevalence data, which are the instantaneous data, G(X(t)) = I(t);

• the peak-time of the new infected persons in a time-window of length ∆: G(X,∆) = arg maxt
∫ t+∆

t
β

Npop
S(s)I(s)ds.

Another important scenario is under-reporting, where we assume that due to insufficient measurements, we
observe only a fraction K of the total number of infected, G(X(t),K) = 1

K I(t) (K being possibly unknown).
Typically, most of the parameters (and possibly the hyper-parameters as well) are not known exactly and

they are either taken from literature or calibrated from data. We can then assume that these parameters are
random variables with a certain probability density function (pdf): for instance, uniform random variables
over a variability range, or Gaussian random variables centered around a most likely value.2 Then, a natural
question is: how does the variability of the parameters impact the quantities of interest Y of the SIR-like
model at hand? Or otherwise, what is the variability range of Y as the parameters range over their values?

This kind of analysis is known as Forward Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) in computational science
and engineering. The most straightforward way to accomplish this task is by sampling methods, i.e., by
generating M samples of the parameters ϑ1,ϑ2, . . .ϑM according to their probability distribution, solv-
ing the SIR-like system for each ϑi, and estimating statistics such as mean, standard deviation, con-
fidence bands, and the probability density function of Y from the corresponding quantities of interest

2Technically, most parameters of compartmental models must be positive, so a Gaussian random variable is not suitable
and one should consider other random variables, e.g. Beta or log-normal. However, here we are keeping things on a sim-
ple/introductory level, and in any case a Gaussian random variable can be truncated to ensure positivity if needed.
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Figure 1: Left: SIR dynamics. The colored lines represent the SIR dynamics obtained by Monte Carlo samples of β, r, and the
thick black lines represent the average computed by sparse grids. The other panels represent pdfs of quantities of interest: SIR
states at T = 30, 100 (by Monte Carlo and sparse grids), peak-time for I and peak-value for I (sparse grids only).
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Figure 2: Sparse grids response surfaces for the SIR quantities of interest. From left to right: S at T = 30, I at T = 30, R at
T = 30, peak time, and peak value.

Y (ϑ1,h), Y (ϑ2,h), . . . Y (ϑM ,h). The easiest sampling scheme is Monte Carlo, but more advanced sam-
pling techniques can be used (Latin Hypercube Sampling, Stratified Sampling, Quasi-Monte-Carlo, Sparse
grids, among others; see the bibliography for discussion). Within sampling schemes, quantities such as mean,
standard deviations and higher moments with respect to the parameters can be computed by averaging over
the M samples of the model results:

Eϑ[Y (ϑ,h, t)] ≈
M∑
i=1

ωiY (ϑi,h, t), (3)

where the parameter samples ϑi and the weights ωi depend on the specific sampling method used. For
instance, Monte Carlo employs random ϑi and ωi = 1

M . The probability density function of the quantity of
interest can be approximated by, for example, histograms or kernel density estimates [60, 51].

Example 1 (Forward Uncertainty Quantification of a SIR model). Consider a SIR model with initial condi-
tions S(0) = 0.95, I(0) = 0.05, R(0) = 0. The survey on the literature performed by [19] suggests these ranges
for the parameters: β ∈ [0.25, 0.35], r ∈ [0.06, 0.18]. We assume that a-priori we have no knowledge that any
value of β, r is more plausible than others; therefore, we assume that β, r are uniform independent random
variables. We solve the SIR system with Matlab’s ode45 up to final time T = 150.

Figure 1-left shows the SIR dynamics obtained by 100 Monte Carlo samples. The black lines are the
average trajectories of SIR obtained by sampling values of β and r (65 samples with sparse grids sampling).
The remaining panels show pdfs of quantities of interest of SIR: SIR states at T = 30 (after the average peak
position) and T = 100 (when the dynamics is over), again computed both with sparse grids (solid line) and
Monte Carlo (circle markers); peak time and peak intensity (we only show the pdf obtained by sparse grids).
Figure 2 shows the so-called response surface, i.e., a plot showing how the quantity of interest changes as β
and r vary in their range (we report only those obtained by sparse grids). Response surfaces are useful to
derive information on the general trends of the system, and to quickly approximate the value of a quantity of
interest without evaluating the full model (i.e., they act as a surrogate model for the dynamical system, where
the pdfs of the quantities of interest obtained by sparse grids have actually been obtained by querying these
response surfaces rather than the full model).

Bibliography and further reading.
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• For random sampling methods (Monte Carlo, Latin Hypercube Sampling, Stratified Sampling), see [12,
48, 45]. Random sampling methods are robust and easy to implement, but have a poor accuracy (typically
proportional to M−1/2).

• For sparse grids sampling methods, see [4, 76, 18, 34]. These are deterministic (i.e., non-random)
sampling schemes that generalize tensor (cartesian) grid sampling when the parameter space is high-
dimensional, in which case a cartesian grid sampling scheme would be too expensive. They are less
straightforward than random sampling methods, but guarantee greater accuracy, at least for problems up
to a few tens of parameters. These tools have been developed in the context of Uncertainty Quantification
for models that are expensive to evaluate, whereas evaluating a SIR-like model is typically very fast.
Therefore, their use is not as crucial in the context of COVID-19, and random sampling methods might
be favored for their straightforwardness. Sparse grids have still an advantage over random sampling for
sensitivity analysis, see the next section.

• A somewhat intermediate possibility are Quasi Monte Carlo sampling methods, such as Sobol or Halton
sequences. These are also deterministic sampling schemes as well, that aim at covering the space
of parameters in the “most uniform way” (space filling) [12, 48, 66]. They typically have accuracy
proportional to M−1.

4. Sensitivity analysis: pinpoint what parameters we need to get right, and preliminary as-
sessment of feasibility of inversion

Sensitivity analysis aims at assessing which parameters have the largest impact on the quantities of inter-
est. This information is crucial to determine which parameters should be subjected to further investigations
to reduce their variability. The sensitivity analysis can be local or global :

• local sensitivity analysis is usually based on the derivatives of the quantities of interest with respect to
ϑ, upon fixing each ϑi at some representative value (average, median, mode).3

• global sensitivity analysis considers the total variability of a quantity of interest and decomposes such
variability into elementary components, each due to ϑi individually or to mixed effects such as ϑiϑj ,
ϑiϑjϑk, . . .: the larger the component, the more sensitive the quantity of interest to ϑi is.

In these short notes we focus on the Sobol indices for global sensitivity analysis, which are variance-based
indices, i.e. the variability of the quantity of interest is measured as its variance [67]. The total variance
is decomposed as follows: one term due to each ϑi; one term due to each mixed effect composed of two
parameters, ϑiϑj ; one term for each mixed effect composed of three parameters, and so forth. The sum is
then normalized to one, and each quantity thus obtained is called Sobol-index:

1 =

Nϑ∑
i=1

si +

Nϑ∑
i,j=1,i6=j

sij +

Nϑ∑
i,j,k=1,i6=j 6=k

sijk + . . . (4)

The Sobol index of each parameter ϑi per se, si, is usually reported as an indicator of the importance of each
parameter, and is called the principal Sobol index. Another relevant quantity is the total Sobol index of a
parameter, sTi , which is obtained by adding to the principal Sobol index of ϑi all the Sobol indices of mixed
effects of which ϑi is part, e.g. for ϑ1:

sT1 = s1 +

Nϑ∑
j=1,j 6=1

s1j +

Nϑ∑
j,k=1,j 6=1,k 6=1

s1jk + . . .

Note that in general
∑Nϑ

i=1 si < 1 and
∑Nϑ

i=1 s
T
i > 1. This approach bears many similarities with the ANOVA

decomposition in statistics. An important observation is that, with an eye to parameter identification, we can

3Of course here we are assuming that the quantity of interest depends smoothly on ϑ, so that it is possible to compute the
derivatives. This is not always obvious and should be checked.
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Figure 3: Time-evolution of Sobol indices for the SIR compartments, and SIR trajectories obtained by reducing the range of
variability of r. The principal indices are represented by the solid line, while the total indices are represented by the dashed line.

expect that if the Sobol index of a parameter is small, it will be hard to recover its value from measurements
of the quantity of interest. We also remark that as a general rule of thumb, the larger the range of values of
a parameter, the larger its corresponding Sobol indices.

Example 2 (Computing the Sobol indices for a SIR model). Consider again the SIR example of the previous
section. The Sobol decomposition of any quantity of interest Y reads 1 = sβ + sr + sβr and the total Sobol
indices can be computed as sTβ = sβ + sβr, s

T
r = sr + sβr. Figure 3 shows the time-evolution of the Sobol

indices (principal and total) for the SIR states: the principal indices are represented by the solid line, while
the total indices are represented by the dashed line. The principal and total indices behave very similarly,
indicating that the interaction between the two parameters is quite limited. Note that the Sobol indices are not
constant in time and behave differently for the different stages. More specifically, the asymptotic regime is
mostly dictated by r for all the stages, while β impacts more in the transient regime, especially in the case of
the stage R. This has an impact on the inversion procedure. In particular, if the data of R are missing or too
noisy severe difficulties in the estimation of β can be encountered. Moreover, note that the influence of r is
larger, in general. Further evidence of this is shown in the right-most panel, where we show the variability of
the trajectories if the range of r is reduced to [0.06, 0.1]. The overall variability is greatly reduced, as expected.

Bibliography and further reading.

• Classical books on sensitivity include [11, 63].

• Sobol indices can be computed either by Monte Carlo sampling, see e.g. [63], or perhaps more conve-
niently by polynomial expansions or sparse grids sampling, see e.g. [29].

• Sobol indices analyses for SIR-like problems can be found in [9, 13].

• An alternative to Sobol indices are the Morris indices [47].

• Sobol indices can also be computed with respect to measures of variability other than variance, see e.g.
[20].

5. Inverse UQ (data fitting) as a preliminary step to tune the parameters pdf to the data

The sections above discussed some general elementary tools to perform predictions under uncertainty once
the pdfs for the parameters have been chosen. This section discusses the preliminary step to the uncertainty
quantification process, i.e. how to construct pdfs for the parameters, and in particular how to do so by
merging prior information on the parameters and the available data. Upon deriving these data-informed
pdfs, we will use them to carry out the uncertainty quantification analysis. In literature, data-informed pdfs
are often called posterior pdfs, ρpost, as opposed to prior pdfs, ρprior, before the data are available.

Computing the posterior pdfs of the parameters can be done by means of the Bayes theorem on conditional
probabilities. This procedure is quite general and includes as a special case the least-squares approach for
data fitting (this connection will be made clearer later). For ease of exposition, we exemplify the procedure
over a specific example - extension to other problems is relatively straightforward (see e.g. Examples 4, 5
later on). For now we assume that:

6



• We have at our disposal Nmeas measurements of the I state and Nmeas measurements of the R
state, at equispaced times ti = i∆t, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . Nmeas. In total we have 2Nmeas data, D =
{Î1, Î2, . . . , R̂1, R̂2, . . .};

• These data correspond to some values ϑtrue of coefficients and initial conditions of the system (2);

• The prior pdfs for ϑ are uniform (see Example 4 for an example with Gaussian priors);

• Our measurements are under-reported by a factor K, i.e., we are able to measure only a fraction of the
actual compartments;

• Data are noisy, i.e. affected by some random errors εI,i, εR,i, that are independent random variables
with zero mean and standard deviation σ;

• identical σ for I and R (see Example 5 for the generalization to the case where the two compartments
have different σ);

• εI,i, εR,i are Gaussian random variables N (0, σ2). See discussion at the end of the section for bibliog-
raphy on more general models;

• K,σ are hyper-parameters constant in time. We assume for the moment that K is known and σ is
unknown (see Examples 6, 7, 8 for a discussion on how to determine K in case it is assumed unknown
as well).

In formulas our data model is the following:Îi = G(I(ϑtrue, ti),K) + εI,i = 1
K I(ϑtrue, ti) + εI,i, i = 1, 2, . . . Nmeas

R̂i = G(R(ϑtrue, ti),K) + εR,i = 1
KR(ϑtrue, ti) + εR,i, i = 1, 2, . . . Nmeas.

(5)

We also introduce the 2Nmeas misfitsM = {MI,1,MI,2, . . . ,MR,1,MR,2, . . .} between the data and the model
predictions, obtained upon fixing the parameters at some estimate ϑguess of ϑtrue:{

MI,i(ϑguess) = Îi − 1
K I(ϑtrue, ti), i = 1, 2, . . . Nmeas

MR,i(ϑguess) = R̂i − 1
KR(ϑtrue, ti), i = 1, 2, . . . Nmeas.

(6)

5.1. Bayes Theorem and posterior distributions

The Bayes theorem provides us with a practical formula to compute the posterior pdf of the parameters
ϑ, i.e., with a means of adjusting the prior pdf to the data at hand. An informal writing of the Bayes formula
is

pdf(ϑ given M) = pdf(M given ϑ)× pdf(ϑ)× 1

pdf(M)
(7)

where “pdf(ϑ given M)” is the pdf of the parameters when given the misfits, hence given the data (i.e.,
the posterior pdf that we aim at computing), while “pdf(ϑ)” is the pdf of the parameters based only on
a-priori information. The “pdf(M)” can be simply considered to be the normalization constant such that
the posterior pdf is actually a pdf (i.e., its integral is equal to 1). Therefore, to make the computation of the
posterior pdf practical we only need to know the expression of the “pdf(M given ϑ)”, which is the so-called
likelihood function; we will denote this quantity as L(ϑ).

Deriving an expression for L(ϑ) is quite straightforward. If ϑguess were the true values, then the prob-
ability that the misfits M have certain values is the probability that the measurement errors εI,i, εR,i have
those values (cf. Equations (5) and (6)). By assumption, we know that εI,i, εR,i are independent Gaussian
random variables with zero mean and standard deviation σ, therefore,

L(ϑ) =

Nmeas∏
i=1

1√
2πσ2

e
−1

2σ2
( 1
K I(ϑ,ti)−Îi)

2
Nmeas∏
i=1

1√
2πσ2

e
−1

2σ2
( 1
KR(ϑ,ti)−R̂i)2 (8)

7



so that the posterior pdf of the parameters reads

ρpost(ϑ|D) ∝ L(ϑ)ρprior(ϑ) =

Nmeas∏
i=1

1√
2πσ2

e
−1

2σ2
( 1
K I(ϑ,ti)−Îi)

2
Nmeas∏
i=1

1√
2πσ2

e
−1

2σ2
( 1
KR(ϑ,ti)−R̂i)2ρprior(ϑ) (9)

where the ∝ symbol is used to signify that we have omitted the normalization constant.

5.2. Computational challenges of working with the posterior pdf

Equipped with (9), we would then only need to proceed as in Section 3 and perform the Uncertainty
Quantification analysis. Although conceptually straightforward, this approach can be practically challenging,
because it is not easy to obtain samples of the random parameters ϑ distributed according to the posterior pdf
(9). The classical computational tool to this end is the so-called Markov-Chain Monte Carlo - MCMC [69],
which generates a sequence of proposed values of ϑ that are asymptotically distributed according to ρpost. A
nice feature of MCMC algorithms is that they do not require knowledge of the normalization constant. The
use of MCMC for forward Uncertainty Quantification has however some drawbacks:

1. the likelihood function has to be evaluated at every proposed ϑ, which requires evaluating the SIR-like
model. Even if evaluating SIR-like models for a single choice of ϑ is quite cheap, this procedure can
be overall expensive, bearing in mind that until the sequence of generated ϑ enters in the asymptotic
regime, the values generated have to be discarded because they are not distributed according to ρpost.

2. most MCMC algorithms proceed by acceptance-rejection criteria, where a new value of ϑ is generated
and then rejected if doesn’t agree with certain criteria; this leads to a further increase in the number
of model evaluations;

3. the forward UQ analysis based on the MCMC samples is a Monte Carlo analysis, which needs many
samples of ϑ to provide an accurate estimate (the accuracy being proportional to the inverse of the
square root of the number of samples as already discussed – or more precisely, the inverse of the square
root of the number of accepted samples upon having entered the asymptotic regime).

4. the design of an efficient MCMC algorithm (effective proposal strategies with low rejection rate, quick
to enter the asymptotic regime) might be non-trivial.

5.3. Gaussian approximation of the posterior: MLE and Fisher approximation

Instead of using an MCMC approach, the strategy we employ here is to approximate ρpost with a multi-
variate Gaussian distribution with mean µG and covariance matrix ΣG; this is also called Fisher approxima-
tion. This approximation, provided that the available data is sufficient to determine the parameters, is in
general more and more accurate as more data become available, i.e., as Nmeas →∞, and it has the advantage
that upon doing so, it is much easier to perform the uncertainty quantification analysis, because obtaining
samples from Gaussian random variables is a standard task. It has, however, some disadvantages that will be
made clearer in the later sections, when discussing identifiability of the system: in a nutshell, we can already
reveal that the problem is that the Fisher approximation assumes identifiability of the system, but this is not
always true in practice and whether the system is identifiable or not should be checked beforehand. MCMC
instead does not assume identifiability, and can in principle be used even when the system is not identifiable:
dealing with a non-identifiable system is, however, intrinsically difficult and care needs to be taken also when
tackling it using MCMC methods.

The Gaussian approximation is centered at the point of maximum of the posterior pdf (maximum a-
posteriori estimate, MAP). Since we have further made the assumption that the prior pdf for ϑ is uniform
(see Example 4 for the extension to the case of non-uniform prior), this is equivalent to computing the value
ϑ where the likelihood function is maximized; this point is generally known as the Maximum Likelihood
Estimate (MLE) for ϑ:

µG = ϑMLE = arg max
ϑ

LD(ϑ).

In practice, it is numerically more convenient to work with the logarithm of the likelihood, and to recast the
problem as a minimization problem, i.e., to compute µG as

ϑMLE = arg min
ϑ∈Γ

NLL(ϑ), NLL(ϑ) = −2 log(LD(ϑ)). (10)
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The function NLL(ϑ) is called negative log-likelihood, and in the particular case where the noise affecting
the data is assumed to be Gaussian random variables (such as in our case), this problem is equivalent the
least-squares estimate of ϑ. Indeed, it is straightforward to combine (8) and (10) to obtain4

ϑMLE = arg min
ϑ∈Γ

1

σ2

[
Nmeas∑
i=1

(
1

K
I(ϑ, ti)− Îi

)2

+

Nmeas∑
i=1

(
1

K
R(ϑ, ti)− R̂i

)2
]
. (11)

Observe that this formulation does not require prior information on the value of the noise variance σ: if σ is
unknown, it can be recovered as the sample variance of the misfits at ϑMLE

σ2 ≈ σ2
MLE =

1

2Nmeas

[
Nmeas∑
i=1

(
1

K
I(ϑMLE , ti)− Îi

)2

+

Nmeas∑
i=1

(
1

K
I(ϑMLE , ti)− Îi

)2
]
. (12)

The covariance matrix ΣG can be chosen as the inverse of the Hessian of the NLL at the MLE estimate of
the parameters ϑMLE , see e.g. [15]:

ΣG = H−1, Hi,j =
∂2

∂ϑi∂ϑj
NLL(ϑ)

∣∣∣
ϑ=ϑMLE

. (13)

The matrix H is also called the Fisher information matrix. The diagonal entries of ΣG are the variances of
the posterior pdfs of the Gaussian approximations of the parameters, i.e.,

ϑi ∼ N ([ϑMLE ]i, [ΣG]i,i). (14)

This formula quantifies the intuitive fact that the precision of the MLE estimate is related to how narrow
the minimum of the NLL at ϑMLE is. A deep, narrow minimum means that moving even slightly from
ϑMLE will change consistently the value of NLL; therefore, we have a significant evidence that the estimate
is precise. Conversely, a shallow minimum means that the MLE estimate is not very reliable. At ϑMLE

the Hessian is positive definite, with large eigenvalues if the minimum is narrow; therefore, its inverse has
small eigenvalues, and in general small diagonal entries, that can be used as variances of the parameters (the
opposite is true for a shallow minimum: the Hessian has small eigenvalues, which means that the diagonal
entries of its inverse will be large, and consequently the variances of the parameters will be large). As already
mentioned, approximating the true posterior with equation (14) is in general more and more valid as more
data become available, provided that the system is identifiable, as we will make clear below.5 Given the
expression of the likelihood in equation (8), we can derive an expression for H as follows:

Hi,j =

Nmeas∑
m=1

1

Kσ2

[
1

K

∂

∂yi
Im(ϑMLE)

∂

∂yj
Im(ϑMLE) +

(
1

K
Im(ϑMLE)− Îm

)
∂2

∂ϑi,ϑj
Im(ϑMLE)

]
+

Nmeas∑
m=1

1

Kσ2

[
1

K

∂

∂yi
Rm(ϑMLE)

∂

∂yj
Rm(ϑMLE) +

(
1

K
Rm(ϑMLE)− R̂m

)
∂2

∂ϑi,ϑj
Rm(ϑMLE)

]
, (15)

with Im(ϑMLE) := I(ϑMLE , tm) and Rm(ϑMLE) := R(ϑMLE , tm). Usually, the terms involving the second
derivatives of I,R are dropped because they are smaller than the other terms: this is because either the
misfits at ϑ = ϑMLE are small or because of near-linearity of the models Im(ϑ), Rm(ϑ) close to the solution,
i.e., ∂ϑi,ϑjIm(ϑMLE) and ∂ϑi,ϑjRm(ϑMLE) are small [49, Chap. 10]. Collecting all the derivatives of the

4the full NLL includes additional terms in log(σ) and log(2π) that we can however drop in the minimization process, since
they do not depend on ϑ.

5The statistical interpretation of this fact is that the MLE estimate is asymptotically Gaussian distributed with covariance
matrix equal to the inverse of the Fisher information matrix. This means that it is an efficient estimator, because it reaches
the Cramer-Rao lower bound on the variance of estimators [37].
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model predictions with respect to the parameters in the Jacobian matrix JIR, we can write in compact form6

Hi,j ≈
1

K2σ2
JIR(ϑMLE)TJIR(ϑMLE), (16)

[JIR]m,i =
∂

∂ϑi
Im(ϑMLE), m = 1, 2, . . . , Nmeas,

[JIR]m+Nmeas,i =
∂

∂ϑi
Rm(ϑMLE), m = 1, 2, . . . , Nmeas.

Finally, we make an important remark: minimizing the NLL to compute ϑMLE requires repeatedly
evaluating the SIR-like model for the various parameters ϑ proposed by the optimizer. The minimization
procedure should be repeated several times with different starting guesses, to avoid local mimima.

Example 3 (Inverse and posterior-based Forward Uncertainty Quantification of a SIR model). In this
example we show the results of the inversion procedure using artificial/synthetic data, by fixing the values of
the parameters to ϑtrue = [0.29, 0.09], adding numerical Gaussian noise with σ = 0.025, discount factor to
K = 3, considering data collected at t = 1, 2, . . . , 30, and verifying the results of the inversion procedure. We
will then perform the Forward Uncertainty Quantification based on the posterior pdf.

Regarding the results of the inversion procedure, we expect to see that ρpost is centered close to the true
value of the parameters with a reasonably small variance, i.e. ϑMLE ≈ ϑtrue and [ΣG]i,i such that the support
of ρpost(θi) is smaller than the support of ρprior(θi). We also expect σ2

MLE to be a reasonable approximation
of σ. Regarding the subsequent forward Uncertainty Quantification, we expect to see that the uncertainty in
the prediction should be smaller than what would be obtained by using the prior information only, and the
expected values of the quantities of interest should be closer to the true values when using the posterior pdf
than when using the prior. The resulting estimates for the parameters obtained from the inverse UQ are

β = 0.2848, r = 0.0861, σ = 0.02791.

The estimated covariances computed using the full Hessian (that we can compute directly by centered finite
differences in this simple test) and with Equation (16) (where the Jacobian entries are also computed by
centered finite differences) are respectively

ΣG,Jac = 10−4 ×
[

0.7995 0.1064
0.1064 0.2609

]
, ΣG,Hessian = 10−4 ×

[
0.8073 0.1206
0.1206 0.2616

]
.

Figure 4 provides more details on the results. The top row shows on the left the true trajectories from
which the data were generated (dotted thick lines), the noisy data (circles with thin line) and the trajectory
obtained by fixing the parameters as ϑ = ϑMLE. The next panel provides a zoom on the data. We have
also rescaled both the true trajectory and the MLE trajectory by K, to emphasize the match with the data.
The match between true and MLE trajectories is very good, although not perfect (the distance between the
trajectories would further reduce for smaller noises σ). The last two panels of the row compare the prior
and (Gaussian approximation of) the posterior pdfs of the parameters. It can be seen that the posterior are
centered close to the true value, and the Gaussian pdf is quite concentrated in comparison to the prior interval.
The bottom row provides details about the minimization procedure. More specifically, the leftmost panel shows
the contour of the NLL function, the true values of the parameters (yellow dot) and the MLE estimate (red
dot). The presence of noise prevents a perfect match between the true values and the MLE estimate, but
the match is nonetheless good and the isolines are nicely rounded, which suggest a unique, narrow (hence
trustworthy) minimum. The next panel shows the corresponding likelihood function, taken by exponentiating
the NLL (remember that since we have assumed uniform prior, the posterior is proportional to the likelihood),
which shows a clear Gaussian profile. The next panel shows the Gaussian approximation where the covariance
approximation has been computed by inverting the true Hessian of the NLL, while the approximation obtained
by using the Jacobian matrix only is shown in the right-most panel, cf. equation (15) and (16). The three
latter plots match well (other than by the rescaling factor), indicating that the approximation steps are not

6Sometimes the term Fisher Information Matrix is used to indicate this approximation rather than the full Hessian.
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Figure 4: Result of the inverse UQ analysis for SIR. Top row, from left to right: trajectories corresponding to ϑ = ϑtrue and
ϑ = ϑMLE , and synthetic data obtained dividing the trajectories for ϑ = ϑtrue by the under-reporting factor K and adding the
Gaussian noise; zoom on the data, and trajectories for ϑ = ϑtrue and ϑ = ϑMLE rescaled by K; prior and posterior pdfs for β
and r, as well as the true and MLE values of the parameters. Bottom row, from left to right: isolines of NLL; surface-plot of
the full likelihood; surface-plot of the likelihood after the Fisher approximation, cf. equation (15); surface-plot of the likelihood
after having further dropped the second derivatives of I, R in the definition of H, cf. equation (16).

introducing significant errors. The MLE has been computed with the simple fminsearch algorithm in Matlab,
which implements the derivative-free Nelder–Mead (simplex) algorithm.

Finally, upon calibrating the pdfs of the parameters to the data, the forward UQ analysis can be performed,
using the sampling methods discussed in Section 3 to compute the mean of the quantities of interest (S,I,R
compartments, location and intensity of the peak), and their pdfs. Results are shown in Figure 5, where we
compare the results obtained with prior and posterior pdfs, to appreciate the improvement in the quality of
the predictions if data are provided. The top row compares the true and the expected SIR trajectories after
the forward UQ analysis based on prior and posterior pdfs. The thick solid lines are the expected values (we
compute these with sparse grids sampling), the thick dotted lines are the true trajectories and the colored
lines are Monte Carlo trajectories based on the prior/posterior distribution. The results clearly show that
the posterior forward-UQ is more centered around the true trajectories, and the uncertainty in the prediction
is smaller. Similar conclusions can be obtained by looking at the pdfs of the quantities of interest computed
based on either the prior or the posterior pdfs, where we have marked with vertical dotted lines the true values
(mid-row: prior-based, bottom row: posterior based).

Example 4 (Incorporating prior information on parameters in the Inverse Uncertainty Quantification).
Suppose that we provide prior information about the parameters ϑtrue different from the uniform distribution.
For instance, we could for simplicity assume that each ϑi is a Gaussian random variable with mean ϑ̄i and
standard deviation si, and these variables are all independent (in this way we are allowing ϑi to assume
negative values with a non-zero probability; we will fix this issue later in the example). Then, the posterior
distribution (9) becomes

ρpost(ϑ|D) ∝ L(ϑ)ρprior(ϑ) =

Nmeas∏
i=1

1√
2πσ2

e
−1

2σ2
( 1
K I(ϑ,ti)−Îi)

2
Nmeas∏
i=1

1√
2πσ2

e
−1

2σ2
( 1
KR(ϑ,ti)−R̂i)2

Nϑ∏
i=1

1√
2πs2

i

e
−1

2s2
i

(ϑi−ϑ̄i)2

(17)
and the Fisher approximation should now be centered at the maximum of the posterior pdf (we referred to
this value as MAP)

µMAP = arg min
ϑ

[−2 log(LD(ϑ)ρprior)] ,

which in practice recovers a form of Tikhonov regularization of the least-squares problem, with penalization
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Figure 5: Forward UQ analysis for SIR based on either the prior or the posterior pdfs of the parameters.

parameters σ2

s2i
:

µMAP = arg min
ϑ

[
1

σ2

Nmeas∑
i=1

(
1

K
I(ϑ, ti)− Îi

)2

+
1

σ2

Nmeas∑
i=1

(
1

K
R(ϑ, ti)− R̂i

)2

+

Nϑ∑
i=1

1

s2
i

(ϑi − ϑ̄i)2

]
.

The computation of the sample variance estimator σ2
MLE and of the Hessian H should be of course updated

accordingly. Coming back to the non-positivity issue of the Gaussian prior pdf, a possible workaround is e.g.
to assume a log-normal prior for the parameters and then work with the log of the parameters in the model.
The expression derived in equation (17) for the posterior pdf would still be valid, the change being “hidden”
in the mappings ϑ→ R(ϑ, t), ϑ→ I(ϑ, t).

Example 5 (Inverse Uncertainty Quantification when different data types have different noise levels). Let
us consider the data model (5) and assume that the noises εI,i and εR,i are independent Gaussian ran-
dom variables distributed according to N (0, σ2

I ) and N (0, σ2
R), respectively. The posterior distribution of the

parameters can be computed with a slight modification of the procedure explained above to account for the
different variances. We detail the new procedure here below, following closely [15, 53].

We begin by assuming that the ratio λ between the variances of the two sets of data λ :=
σ2
I

σ2
R

is known. In

this case minimizing the NLL (10) is equivalent to minimizing the following quantity

T (ϑ) =

Nmeas∑
i=1

(
1

K
I(ϑ, ti)− Îi

)2

+ λ

Nmeas∑
i=1

(
1

K
R(ϑ, ti)− R̂i

)2

,

which is obtained combining (8), opportunely modified to incorporate the different standard deviations, and
(10). The parameter λ weighs the sum of squared residuals of I and R, highlighting a different level of trust in
the first or second set of data. If λ is small, the residuals of I condition more the quantity T , whereas the data
for S are more influential if λ is large. Finally, if λ = 1 the data sets are equally weighted and we recover
the least-squares formula (11). Hence, minimizing the quantity T can be seen as a weighted least-squares
criterion.

As λ is however unknown in general, we vary iteratively λ within an appropriate range of values, and
minimize T for each value of λ to find the corresponding ϑMLE. Among the considered λ, we then select the
one that realizes the minimum of NLL. The corresponding value of T is also needed, and we denote it by
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Figure 6: Left: values of NLL across the range of tested values of λ for the test in which the data for I and R have different
standard deviations. The smallest NLL is reached for λmin close to the exact one λtrue; middle: posterior distribution of β and
r for λmin, λ = 1, and λ = 90; right: Monte Carlo trajectories based on the posterior distribution of the parameters, for λmin,
λ = 1, and λ = 90, respectively. The black lines are the true trajectories.

Tmin. Indeed, the values of the empirical variances of the two data sets are then recovered in the following
way

σI =
√
Tmin/2Ndata, σR =

√
σ2
I/λ.

Note that value of λ can be selected also by means of criteria other than the minimum of the NLL. In
particular, in [53] the Kayshap Information Criteria has been employed, that penalizes values of λ that result
in shallow NLL.

Finally, we illustrate this minimization procedure with the help of an example. We consider the SIR
model, and generate 41 equispaced synthetic data in the time interval [0, 20] with ϑtrue = [0.29, 0.09], adding
numerical Gaussian noises with σI = 0.2 and σR = 0.05, where λtrue = 16. We consider integer values of
λ in the range [1, 90], and for each of them we minimize T . In Figure 6 on the left we plot the minimum
value of the NLL for each considered λ. We observe that the value of λ resulting in the minimum NLL can
be approximately correctly identified (λmin ≈ 21), resulting in the following estimates of the parameters

ϑMLE = [0.2917, 0.0950], σI = 0.2330 σR = 0.0508.

The figure in the middle displays the posterior distribution of the parameters corresponding to λmin and to
the two extremes of the considered range of λ. The figures on the right show 200 Monte Carlo trajectories
based on the posterior distribution of the parameters. The value λ = λmin (left-most panel) gives a narrow
bundle of trajectories matching the true ones. The other bundles (λ = 1, 90 i.e., the smallest and largest
values of λ tested) are more spread and in the case of λ = 90 they are also far from being centered around
the true trajectories.

Bibliography and further reading.

• MCMC methods for deriving the posterior pdfs of parameters of SIR-like models for COVID-19 have
been used in e.g. [40, 30].

• Several variations of Gaussian approximation of the posterior pdfs can be conceived, depending on the
choice of the mean (e.g., MLE, MAP, expected value of the posterior) and of the covariance matrix, see
e.g. [8, Result 8, p.224].

• For further approaches to the Bayesian inversion problem, see Approximate Bayesian Computation
(ABC, see e.g. [21]) and the Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation (INLA, [61]). ABC is used in
cases when it is difficult to evaluate (or even define) the likelihood function. INLA is instead useful
when certain conditional posteriors can be reasonably approximated by Gaussian distributions.

• In this section we have assumed a simple error model with additive Gaussian errors. See e.g. [71, 13]
for more general error models. In particular, the under-reporting can also be modeled by assuming that
the errors are negative binomial or quasi-Poisson random variables, see e.g. [72, 41].
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• In this section we have assumed that ρprior are either uniform or Gaussian random variables; other
choices with good properties are possible, e.g. the Jeffreys non-informative priors [28].

• Using sparse grids for uncertainty quantification with exact posterior pdf in equation (9) is not straight-
forward, because the functional shape of ρpost does not fall into classical families of pdfs (e.g. uniform,
Gaussian, gamma) for which these methods are developed. A possible remedy would be to compute ad-
hoc polynomials, in the spirit of [75, 50]. Another possibility is to keep sampling according to the prior
pdf, see e.g. [64], but this is possibly suboptimal if the prior and the posterior are significantly different
(e.g., a uniform prior and a very peaked posterior).

• Conversely, sparse grids sampling for Gaussian random variables has been discussed multiple times in
literature, see e.g. [25]; therefore, sparse grids computation are easy to use upon having performed the
Fisher approximation.

• Replacing the evaluation of the full-model with a response surface either in the MCMC sampling of
posterior pdf or in the minimization of NLL is possible (this operation is routine in computationally-
heavy inverse problems, see e.g. [44]), but in this context this operation does not dramatically speed-up
the computational time because SIR-like models are rather cheap to evaluate.

• We could extend the error model for εI , εR to account for the various sources of error (model error,
response surface error if used, numerical discretization errors), see e.g. [43].

• Minimizing the NLL function is an example of non-linear least-squares optimization problems, for which
ad-hoc algorithms exist, like Gauss–Newton, Levenberg-Marquardt, VarPro, Trust-region reflective, see
e.g. [49, 32].

6. Summary: an ideal UQ workflow, from data to prediction

Summarizing the discussion so far, the ideal UQ workflow for a prediction under uncertainty would consist
of these steps:

Algorithm 1: Ideal UQ workflow

1 Choose a model and the prior distributions for its parameter (literature, expert opinion);
2 Compute Sobol indices to assess which parameters are more influential and can be inferred from data.

Fix the remaining parameters to some reasonable value;
3 Perform the inverse UQ analysis to adjust the prior distribution to the data evidence;
4 Perform the forward UQ analysis based on the posterior distribution to obtain statistical information

about the quantities of interest of the model (e.g. expected value, variance, full pdf of the outputs);

This ideal workflow however is missing one step, i.e., the identifiability analysis, which is a crucial pre-
liminary analysis to perform. We discuss it in details in the next sections. The adjusted ideal UQ workflow
will then be presented in the final section 9 (discussion and conclusion), see Algorithm 2.

7. Structural identifiability

The fundamental assumption underlying the inversion approach proposed in Section 5 is that there exists
a certain set of parameters and hyper-parameters [ϑtrue,htrue] that generated the observed data from the
system (2), as expressed in Equation (5). We then embrace the fact that the data are noisy, and that this noise
might prevent us from correctly determining the values [ϑtrue,htrue]; we therefore give up on giving a “one-
shot” estimate of [ϑtrue,htrue], and rather content ourselves with computing a posterior pdf, which quantifies
our degree of belief on each possible value of [ϑtrue,htrue]. The Fisher approximation then further assumes
that the NLL has a unique, well-shaped minimum, which means that the posterior pdf of the parameters
is sufficiently well-approximated by a Gaussian pdf centered at ϑMLE , whose variance gets smaller as we
acquire more data. If instead we believe that there exists a certain set [ϑtrue,htrue] but for some reason
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we think that our data do not support the assumption that the posterior is Gaussian (for instance, because
we have only limited data), we could consider the “full” posterior given by equation (9) instead (using e.g.
MCMC as computational tool), and ideally three scenarios might then occur:

1. the posterior pdf is actually close to Gaussian;

2. the posterior pdf is unimodal but it departs from Gaussian in that it might show “heavy tails” and/or
some degree of skewness. This would indicate that we might be introducing a bias that leads to
over/underestimates;

3. the posterior pdf is multi-modal: this would mean that the inversion procedure is suggesting a few
“likely” combinations of parameters ϑ, each corresponding to one peak of the posterior pdf: in this
case the heights of the peaks represent our belief on the plausibility that such ϑ is the “true one”.

In any case, the crucial point that one has to address is: can we guarantee that there is a unique set
[ϑtrue,htrue] that generates the observed outputs? Or, equivalently, is the inverse problem well-posed? If
not, the Fisher approximation is bound to fail (for instance, item 3 in the list above) and the MCMC
approach also needs to be handled with care. In the field of mathematical epidemiology (and more generally
of dynamical systems/systems control), this question falls into the study of the so-called system identifiability,
which can be divided in two consecutive steps:

Structural identifiability: studying from a theoretical point of view the well-posedness of the identifiability
(inverse) problem, assuming that perfect information is available, i.e., that infinitely many noise-free
observations of the outputs are available. It is an intrinsic property of the system and is the topic of
this section. This topic is well-studied in the epidemiological literature: a list of references is available
at the end of the section.

Practical identifiability: addressing the identifiability of the system given limited and noisy observations
of the outputs. It depends not only on the properties of the system but also on the quality of the data.
In other words, the structural identifiability is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the practical
identifiability of the system. The practical identifiability is the topic of the next Section 8.

Mathematically, a system is structurally identifiable if the model map, i.e. the function [ϑ,h] 7→ Y (ϑ,h)
mapping each realization of ϑ,h to the corresponding values of the outputs / quantities of interest is injective.
Of course, numerical estimates of parameters obtained by UQ techniques for structurally non-identifiable
systems are not reliable and might lead to very wrong predictions. We will show some results on this in
Example 8.

7.1. Differential algebra

The differential algebra approach to the structural identifiability problem is based on deriving a set of
differential equations for the model outputs Y of the form P(Y, Ẏ , Ÿ , . . . ,ϑ,h) = 0 where P is a monic
differential polynomial including only Y , their derivatives and the model parameters/hyperparameters; see
e.g. Example 6.

One approach to obtain such equations is by ad-hoc substitution and differentiation to eliminate the
unwanted quantities, starting from the original system (2). These equations are known as input-output
equations and are an implicit form of the model map, as they generate the same output as the original model
(of course, one must be careful not to remove/introduce additional solutions e.g. by canceling/multiplying
every term by Y ). The coefficients of the input-output equations give indication on the identifiability of the
system: if the map from [ϑ,h] to the coefficients of the input-output equation is injective, the system is
structurally identifiable; conversely, if there are multiple values of [ϑ,h] that generate the same input/output
equations, the system if of course structurally non-identifiable.

We refer to [23] for the theoretical background underlying this procedure: in particular, in that work it is
shown that the identifiability result does not depend on the particular method employed to derive the input-
output equations, as long as a certain property, called mutual reduction, holds true – see again Example 6.
This property is always true in the case of a single output quantity, whereas it needs to be enforced in the case
of multiple output quantities. The fact that the identifiability result does not depend on the specific form of
the input-output equation stems from the fact that by definition all the input-output equations generate the
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same output trajectory as the original model. From this, it follows that all forms of such equations contain
the same identifiability information of the original system.

For systems with many compartments, the manual ad-hoc substitution method might be impractical, and
a more algorithmic approach is needed: one possibility consists in generating the input-output equations as
part of the so-called characteristic set of the algebraic ideal generated by the polynomials defining the model,
see [56]. Finally, note that the calculations required to derive the input-output equations can be done also
using symbolic calculus software, e.g. Mathematica and Maple.

Example 6 (Structural identifiability of a SIR model by differential algebra). In this example, we focus on
the case of the SIR model (1) with output Y = 1

K I (our argument here is similar to those in [71, 36]). We
consider the following system 

Ṡ = − β

Npop
IS

İ =
β

Npop
IS − rI

Y =
1

K
I.

Note that we have neglected the equation for R in (1) as it does not influence the dynamics of the system.
Combining the differential equation for I and Y yields

Ẏ =
β

Npop
Y S − rY,

which can be solved for S; from the latter, an expression for Ṡ can then be derived. Then, replacing these
expressions for S and Ṡ in the differential equation for S of the SIR model, we obtain the following equation

NpopŸ Y −NpopẎ 2 +KβẎ Y 2 +KrβY 3 = 0.

We then divide all the terms by Npop to obtain the following monic polynomial, i.e. a polynomial with the
coefficient of the highest order term equal to 1:

Ÿ Y − Ẏ 2 +K
β

Npop
Ẏ Y 2 +Kr

β

Npop
Y 3 = 0.

Assuming Npop and K known, the map [β, r] 7→ [K β
Npop

,Kr β
Npop

] is injective, i.e., the system
C1 = K

β

Npop
,

C2 = Kr
β

Npop
,

can be solved for r, β. This means that it is possible to uniquely identify β and r, and the model is structurally
identifiable. Conversely, if K is unknown, only r and the combination Kβ can be uniquely estimated, i.e.,
the model is structurally non-identifiable.

If instead we consider the case of having also a second quantity of interest Z = 1
KR, all the parameters of

the SIR model result to be structurally identifiable, as we show in the following. This is a realistic scenario,
as both prevalence data of infectious and removed are typically known in an outbreak. Since we have data
of I and R, we drop the differential equation for the stage S of the SIR model and consider the following
equivalent system 

İ =
β

Npop
I(Npop − I −R)− rI

Ṙ = rI

Y =
1

K
I

Z =
1

K
R.
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The practice of eliminating a stage is possible as we assume that Npop = S+I+R for all times, which means
that the dynamics of the compartment that we eliminate is completely determined by the remaining ones. In
particular, if we let S = Npop − I −R, we can immediately see that

Ṡ = −İ − Ṙ = − β

Npop
I(Npop − I −R) + rI − rI = − β

Npop
IS,

i.e., we recover the initial equation for S. In this second example we have two outputs, therefore we have to
derive two input-output equations. We rewrite the differential equations for I and R in terms of Y and Z
and obtain

KẎ − β

Npop
(Npop −KY −KZ)KY + rKY = 0 and KŻ −KrY = 0.

To make the polynomials monic we have to introduce a ranking among the variables.7 A common choice for
the ranking is Y < Z < Ẏ < Ż (any other ranking would lead to the same results as already mentioned, of
course after different computations), from which it follows that the leading monomials of the input-output
equations are Ẏ and Ż, respectively. We then divide all the terms of the equations above by the coefficient of
the corresponding leading term and obtain the following monic input-output equations

Ẏ − βY +
βK

Npop
Y 2 +

βK

Npop
Y Z + rY = 0 and Ż − rY = 0.

Since we have more than one output, before concluding on the identifiability of the system we have to check
that the two equations are mutually reduced; if not, the analysis could lead to spurious results, as pointed
out in [23]. The concept of reduction is again based on the chosen ranking of the variables: a polynomial Pi
is reduced with respect to the polynomial Pj if it does not contain neither the leading monomial of Pj with
equal or greater degree nor its derivatives. In our case it can be easily seen that the input-output equations
are mutually reduced, and by looking at their coefficients we conclude that β, r and K can be simultaneously
identified. Hence, the SIR model is structurally identifiable from prevalence data of I and R.

7.2. Mapping approach

This approach is discussed in [26, 27]; we refer the reader interested to the theoretical background to these
two references and only sketch the main idea and the “practical recipe” here. Example 7 gives an example of
the application of this method to the SIR model. For ease of notation, in this discussion the vector p ∈ Rp
collects all the uncertain elements of (2), i.e., not just the coefficients, but also the initial conditions and the
hyper-parameters, i.e. p = Ncoef+Nstates+Nhyp. Moreover, we change the notation in (2) to a more compact
form and write fp(X) instead of f(X,p) and similarly for G, and let Nstates = n,Nqoi = m. Summarizing
the new notation, (2) becomes 

Ẋ(t,p) = fp(X(t,p))

X(0,p) = X0(p)

Y (t,p) = Gp(X(t,p)),

(18)

with X ∈ Rn, Y ∈ Rm, fp : Rn → Rn, Gp : Rn → Rm, ∀t ∈ [0, tmax], and X0 : Rp → Rn.
We explain the method with the support of Figure 7. If the system (18) is not identifiable, then there are

two different sets of parameters, say p and p̄, such that the trajectories X(t,p) and X(t, p̄) are different but
the corresponding outputs are identical, Y (t,p) = Y (t, p̄) ∀t ∈ [0, tmax]. If these conditions hold true, then
it is possible to rework the equality Y (t,p) = Y (t, p̄) to explicitly construct a map λ : Rn → Rn that maps
the trajectories X(t,p) and X(t, p̄) to one another: λ(X(p̄)) = X(p) (we will come back to this point with
more details later on).

Since the map λ has been derived by enforcing equality between the outputs Y (t,p) and Y (t, p̄), without
taking into account the dynamics of the system, one further has to check that λ(X(p̄)) still solves the

7i.e., a total ordering of the variables and of their derivatives. For a formal definition, see [46].
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X(t,p)

X(t,p)

Hp

Hp

Y(t,p)=Y(t,p)

x1

x2

y1

y2

(Hp)-1

λ

Figure 7: The mapping approach for structural identifiability.

dynamical system. Taking time derivatives of both sides of λ(X(p̄)) = X(p) and using (18) one gets (removing
the dependence on t for ease of notation):

λ(X(p̄)) = X(p)

∇λ
∣∣
X(p̄)

Ẋ(p̄) = Ẋ(p)

∇λ
∣∣
X(p̄)

f p̄(X(p̄)) = fp(X(p))

∇λ
∣∣
X(p̄)

f p̄(X(p̄)) = fp(λ(X(p̄))). (19)

Therefore, one has to check that the last equation (19) is valid for the proposed λ. This will result in
a set of conditions for the components of p and p̄: if the resulting conditions are p = p̄ the system is
identifiable; otherwise, there will be non-trivial conditions between some of the components of p and some
of the components of p̄, (see e.g. Example 7), which means that the system is not identifiable.

We now come back to the issue of constructing the map λ. As already mentioned, the idea is to construct
λ from the conditions Y (p̄) = Y (p), i.e. from

Gp̄(X(p̄)) = Gp(X(p)) = Gp(λ(X(p̄)).

In principle, it would be enough to solve for λ in the latter, i.e. λ(X) = (Gp)−1[Gp̄(X)], but the system
might be underdetermined if we have m < n observables. Then, the idea is to complement the observables
with additional equations and to create an “augmented” observables vector Hp : Rn → Rn, as follows, by
taking into account the directional derivatives of the outputs Yj along the direction fp(X):

Hp
1 = Y1 = Gp

1 (X(p))

Hp
2 = Y2 = Gp

2 (X(p))
. . .

Hp
m = Ym = Gp

m(X(p))

Hp
m+1 = ∇XY1 · fp(X)

Hp
m+2 = ∇XY2 · fp(X)

. . .

Hp
n = ∇XYn−m · fp(X).

The next step is to verify that Hp is a bijective map (Observability Rank Condition, ORC), i.e. that the
Jacobian of Hp with respect to X is non-singular in the domain of definition of the trajectories X for every
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admissible p. Finally, the map λ can be computed by solving for λ the system of equations:

H p̄(X(p̄)), p̄) = Hp(λ(X(p̄)),p),

leading to (cf. again Figure 7)
λ(X) = (Hp)−1H p̄(X),

where the well-posedness of (Hp)−1 is guaranteed by the ORC. We close this discussion with a couple of
remarks on the construction of Hp:

• In case the number of observables m < n/2, adding the directional derivatives∇XYj ·fp(X), j = 1, . . .m
will not be enough to reach n observables. In this case, one should add derivatives of higher order.

• In the opposite case, in which 2m > n, one can choose among multiple directional derivatives ∇XYj ·
fp(X): after having dropped the choices that make the mapping Hp singular in the domain of definition
of the trajectories X, one should check all remaining combinations (the fact that one choice results in
identifiability in this case does not rule out the possibility that another choice might result in non-
identifiability). If m > n, then there are more observables than states, and the same principle applies.

Example 7 (Structural identifiability of a SIR model by mapping approach). Let us consider the SIR model
with output y = 1

K I as in Example 6, and rewrite it replacing S, I as X = [x1, x2]:
ẋ1 = − β

Npop
x1x2

ẋ2 =
β

Npop
x1x2 − rx2

y =
1

K
x2.

⇒ fp(x1, x2) =

 − β

Npop
x1x2

β

Npop
x1x2 − rx2

 .

Our goal is to recover the structural identifiability results already obtained in Example 6 with the differential
algebra approach. The first step is to build the two maps Hp and λ, where p = [β, r,K,Npop]. As for
Hp = (Hp

1 (x1, x2), Hp
2 (x1, x2))T , we need to augment the observable y with a directional derivative:

Hp
1 = y =

1

K
x2 ,

Hp
2 = ∇Xy · fp(X) =

1

K

β

Npop
x1x2 −

1

K
rx2 .

The Jacobian of this mapping has non-zero determinant whenever x2 6= 0, which is a value never attained by
the trajectories X unless the initial condition is x2(0) = 0 (in which case the trajectory is the uninteresting
case X = [0, 0]T ). Therefore, we can apply the methodology. The mapping λ = (λ1(x1, x2), λ2(x1, x2))T is
obtained by solving the equation Hp(λ(X)) = H p̄(X), i.e.

1

K
λ2 =

1

K̄
x2 ,

1

K

β

Npop
λ1λ2 −

1

K
rλ2 =

1

K̄

β̄

N̄pop
x1x2 −

1

K̄
r̄x2 ,

⇒


λ1 =

Npop
β

(
β̄

N̄pop
x1 − r̄ + r

)
,

λ2 =
K

K̄
x2 ,

whose Jacobian is

∇xλ =


Npopβ̄

N̄popβ
0

0
K

K̄

 .
Then, enforcing condition (19) results in the following equations:

−Npopβ̄
N̄popβ

β̄

N̄pop
x1(p̄)x2(p̄) = − β

Npop

Npop
β

(
β̄

N̄pop
x1(p̄)− r̄ + r

)
K

K̄
x2(p̄) ,

K

K̄

(
β

N̄pop
x1(p̄)x2(p̄)− r̄x2(p̄)

)
=

β

Npop

Npop
β

(
β̄

N̄pop
x1(p)− r̄ + r

)
K

K̄
x2(p̄)− rK

K̄
x2(p̄) .
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The second equation is identically verified. Conversely, the first one holds true for every x1, x2 if

r = r̄,
Kβ

Npop
=

K̄β̄

N̄pop
,

i.e. we obtain the same non-trivial condition previously obtained in Example 6: at most one parameter out
of K,β,Npop can be identified. If both observations of I and R are available instead, then we have two
observables 

y1 =
1

K
x2 ,

y2 =
1

K
(Npop − x1 − x2) ,

and the analysis must be repeated. In particular, the map Hp can now be constructed without using directional
derivatives, as 

Hp
1 =

1

K
x2 ,

Hp
2 =

1

K
(Npop − x1 − x2) .

This map is linear, therefore it is bijective for every X and we can carry on with the analysis. The mapping
λ is obtained by solving the equations Hp(λ(X)) = H p̄(X), resulting in

λ1 =
K

K̄
x1 +Npop

(
1− K

K̄

)
,

λ2 =
K

K̄
x2,

whose Jacobian is K
K̄

times the identity matrix. Then, enforcing condition (19) results in the following
equations:

−K
K̄

β̄

N̄pop
x1(p̄)x2(p̄) = − β

Npop

[
K

K̄
x1(p) +Npop

(
1− K

K̄

)]
K

K̄
x2(p̄),

−K
K̄

(
β̄

N̄pop
x1(p̄)x2(p̄)− r̄x2(p̄)

)
=

β

Npop

[
K

K̄
x1(p) +Npop

(
1− K

K̄

)]
K

K̄
x2(p̄)− rK

K̄
x2(p),

which result in the conditions r = r̄, K = K̄,
β

Npop
=

β̄

N̄pop
, i.e., the system is now structurally identifiable

if we assume Npop to be known, as already discussed in Example 7.

7.3. Sensitivity analysis

As already mentioned in Section 4, if an output / quantity of interest Y is only weakly influenced by
a parameter, such parameter might be non-identifiable from Y : therefore, computing the sensitivity of a
quantity to a parameter gives an indication about the structural identifiability of the parameter. As explained
in Section 4, sensitivity analysis can be local or global. In the first case, a small gradient of the quantity of
interest value indicates that the quantity of interest is not very sensible to small variations in the parameter,
which might then be non-identifiable. The global sensitivity analysis can be performed by means of Sobol
indices: parameters with low Sobol index do not strongly influence the quantity of interest Y , and might be
non-identifiable from observations of Y .

Bibliography and further reading.

• The concept of structural identifiability was first introduced in [7].

• Some theoretical background on the differential algebra approach is provided in [46, 23].

• Many methods we have not directly mentioned here (e.g. Taylor series approach, generating series
approach, and methods based on the implicit function theorem) are explained in [46].
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• See [71] for the detailed discussion of structural identifiability of a SEIR model by differential algebra.
[71] also shows that the SIR model is structurally identifiable also in the case of cumulative data (i.e.,
incidence data).

• Sensitivity analysis is discussed in, e.g., [13] and [46], where several methods based on the Jacobian
matrix J and on the Fisher matrix H are discussed, see equations (13) and (16).

8. Practical identifiability

Upon having assessed the structural identifiability of a system, it is still not obvious that the system can
be identified from limited, noisy data, that possibly cover only a fraction of the time-span of the dynamics
(e.g., when one measures the initial part of a trajectory and wants to assess the parameters for long-term
forecast). With reference to Figure 7, if the output trajectories Y (p), Y (p̄) are distinct but close, they might
become indistinguishable from one another if we only have at our disposal a noisy cloud of points around
them rather than the entire exact trajectories. The study of this setting is called practical identifiability
analysis, and is typically performed on synthetic data to see under which conditions the inversion procedure
obtains results “close enough” to the true values of the parameters. In the following, we give a short outlook
on the main tools; see the bibliography at the end of the section for further readings on each method.

Monte Carlo simulations/bootstrap: generate M sets of synthetic data and for each data set k =
1, . . . ,M , compute the maximum likelihood estimate ϑ(k). Then, compute dispersion indices for the M
MLE estimates of each parameter, such as their sample variance or their average relative error, which
is defined as

ARE(ϑi) =
1

M

M∑
k=1

|ϑ(k)
i − ϑtrue,i|
ϑtrue,i

.

Repeat the procedure for synthetic data with an increasing level of noise and observe the trend of the
dispersion indices as the noise increases. If the ARE of the estimates is e.g. higher than the noise level,
the parameters are not-identifiable (other criteria in the same spirit might be used as well).

The same procedure should be repeated by considering each time a different number of parameters to
be jointly estimated, until all the parameters are included. In this way, it is possible to detect the
influence of each parameter on the quality of the joint estimate.

Finally, note that the amount and the timespan of the available data might be relevant for practical
identifiability, and the analysis should ideally be repeated while varying these settings. For instance, [71]
discusses the bootstraps analysis for the SIR model computing the ARE of parameter estimates using
data sets of increasing time-span: the results indicate that the model with unknown β, r is practically
identifiable from data on the I compartment only after that the epidemic peak is reached (despite the
fact the model is structurally identifiable in such settings, see Example 6).

Fisher information matrix: as already explained in Section 5.3, the Fisher information matrix is the
Hessian of the NLL at the maximum log-likelihood estimate (or its approximation in Equation (16)).
If the Fisher Information Matrix is positive definite with large eigenvalues, the NLL has a narrow
minimum and we can conclude local practical identifiability of the system, i.e. identifiability in a neigh-
borhood of the maximum likelihood estimate; conversely, small eigenvalues are symptom of practical
non-identifiability, since the minimum of the NLL occurs in a shallow region. Numerically, the opti-
mization procedure might even end up in a critical point where the Fisher Information Matrix is not
even positive definite, e.g. it could be non-definite or it could have rank smaller than the number of
parameters. In that case, the rank of Fisher Information Matrix gives an indication on the maximum
number of parameters that can be simultaneously inferred, see e.g. [24].

Correlation matrix C: The inverse of the Fisher information matrix H gives an approximation of the
covariance matrix of the parameters, ΣG, see Equation (13). From ΣG, it is possible to compute the
correlation matrix of the parameters, rescaling each entry as

Cij =
ΣG,ij

ΣG,iiΣG,jj
.
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If two parameters have correlation close to 1, they are linearly dependent, and cannot be estimated
separately. Hence, they are practically non-identifiable.

Optimization with multiple restart: As already mentioned in Section 5.3, one should repeat several
times the optimization to determine the MLE for different initial guesses and check where the mini-
mization ends. If the algorithm ends always at the same point, there is empirical evidence that the
NLL has a unique minimum and the system is globally practically identifiable (the minimum might be
different from the nominal value of the parameter, i.e. the noise might introduce a bias in the estimate,
see e.g. Example 3). If several local minima or a manifold of minima are detected we conclude that the
system is not practically identifiable: in particular, in the case of a manifold of minima there are many
sets of parameters that fit equally well the data, denoting a possible case of structural non-identifiability.
For instance, in Example 6 when only data of I are considered, we expect that the region Kβ = const
will be a manifold of minimum points for the NLL.

Profile log-likelihood for each parameter: The previous discussion, pointing to the possibility that the
NLL might have a manifold of minima, allows us to introduce the last tool to assess practical identi-
fiability, i.e., the profile log-likelihood; this tool is actually “in between”, and could also be used for
structural identifiability, as it will be made clearer later on.

Whenever ϑ are practically identifiable, the NLL should have a global minimum at ϑ = ϑtrue. There-
fore, a visual inspection of the NLL can immediately tell whether the system is identifiable or not. Of
course, this is not a viable solution for problems with more than two parameters. In this case, one
can resort to the profile likelihood, which is a mono-dimensional slice of the log-likelihood function in
the direction of the considered parameter ϑi. The profile likelihood can be obtained by changing the
parameter ϑi iteratively in a certain range of values around its MLE value ϑMLE,i, while reoptimizing
all other parameters. Thus, the profile log-likelihood is defined as

PLi(ϑ) = min
{y:yi=ϑMLE,i}

NLL(y).

If the profile log-likelihood has a unique minimum, the parameter is practically identifiable, whereas
more complex shapes, with shallow regions and multiple minima indicate that the parameter is practi-
cally non-identifiable. In particular, a flat profile means that the NLL has a manifold of minima that fit
the data equally well and we can again conclude that the system is structurally non-identifiable. For a
schematic illustration we refer to Figure 8. Crucially, if the NLL has a manifold of minima, the Fisher
approximation of the posterior will be completely wrong, since it is based on the assumption that NLL
has a unique minimum; the case of finitely many local minima could instead be fixed by acquiring more
data, which should hopefully make the “spurious peaks” become smaller and smaller.

In summary, the analysis of the profile log-likelihood is based on checking the “flatness”/“shallowness”
of such function. To make this criterion more quantitative and discriminate between different levels of
shallowness one can provide confidence thresholds of the profile log-likelihood CIPL using a χ2

1 test:

CIPL(yi) = {y|PLi(y) ≤ PL(ϑMLE,i) + ∆αχ
2
1},

where ∆αχ
2
1 is the α quantile of the χ2

1 distribution. If the likelihood profile of a parameter exceeds
the confidence threshold ∆αχ

2
1 on both sides of ϑMLE,i the parameter is practically identifiable (the

threshold is indicated by the black dotted lines in Figure 8). This is an alternative approach to
determine a posterior pdf for the MLE estimates, consisting of a uniform pdf instead of the Gaussian
Fisher approximation discussed in Section 5.3. Such uniform estimate might be more robust for limited
datasets [55].

Finally, observe that if the data are generated in a noise-less way by sampling the trajectories of
ϑ = ϑtrue, and they are sufficiently many, we end up in the scenario of structural identifiability. The
profile log-likelihood can still be constructed and evaluated also in this case, as the NLL is just the sum
of square misfits (without the 1

σ2 factor), and therefore it can be used as a computational tool to verify
structural identifiability, i.e., for the existence of a manifold of minima.
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In case the system is structurally or practically non-identifiable, a possible workaround is to learn some
of the parameters from independent studies, thus reducing the number of parameters to be simultaneously
identified. Sometimes even a hierarchical optimization approach might be effective: in this approach, one
does a first round of optimization to obtain the values of the entire set of parameters but retains the values
obtained for the identifiable parameters only. Upon fixing these parameters to the values just obtained, the
optimization of the remaining parameters can be repeated. An alternative is to reparametrize the model,
replacing the original parameters with the combination that can be identified, see e.g. [70]. Finally, one
could resort to so-called marginalization techniques, see e.g. [35, 39, 62].
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Figure 8: Three cases of profile likelihood (blue line), with nominal value of the parameter (red star), and confidence threshold
∆αχ2

1 (dashed line ). Left: the parameter is practically identifiable; middle: the parameter is not structurally identifiable; right:
the parameter is practically non-identifiable.

Example 8 (Practical non-identifiability of a SIR model with unknown under-reporting factor). In the
scenario of COVID-19, it has been often pointed out that data of infected and dead persons have been under-
reported (even significantly), but the exact value of the under-reporting factor K is not known. Some dis-
cussion on this aspect is provided in [3, 30]. In this example, we consider a SIR model, generate synthetic
data and investigate the practical identifiability of β, r,K when measurements of I and R are considered, by
computing the profile likelihood for K; we already know from Example 6 that in this scenario the parameters
are structurally identifiable. We repeat practical identifiability analysis in three settings, that differ by the
timespan covered by the data: until past the peak of I, up to the peak of I, and before the peak of I.

We fix ϑ = [0.28, 0.11], σ = 0.025, and the discount factor to K = 3. Data for I and R are collected up
to T = 20, 30, 40 for the three scenarios. The results are reported in Figure 9 and suggest that for data before
peak the profile likelihood of K is shallow (look at the scale on the vertical axis) and even has a minimum
at the wrong value K = 2, denoting practical non-identifiability of K. For longer collection times instead,
the profile likelihood shows an increasingly deep minimum around the correct value K = 3. The fact that
time might be important in determining whether a system is practically identifiable was already discussed
in [13, 16, 71]. Fixing K to the wrong value to perform the Forward Uncertainty Quantification analysis
of course leads to predictions that are far from the true behavior of the system, see Figure 10-top-left. An
important disclaimer to do here is that it would be hard to say that the set of parameters obtained for K = 2
fits the data worse than those obtained for K = 3, see Figure 10-top and bottom-second figure. Even using
quantitative criteria to evaluate the goodness of fit of the two fittings, such as

Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) : 1
Nmeas

√∑Nmeas
m=1

(
Fm(ϑMLE)− F̂m

)2

, for F = I,R

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) : 1
Nmeas

∑Nmeas
m=1 |Fm(ϑMLE)− F̂m|, for F = I,R

Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) : 1
Nmeas

∑Nmeas
m=1

(
Fm(ϑMLE)− F̂m

)
/F̂m, for F = I,R.
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Figure 9: Profile Likelihood for K for the three different scenarios, i.e. data collection ending: before peak of I (left), around
the peak of I (center), after the peak of I (right).
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Figure 10: Comparison of quality of predictions and data fitting obtained for K = 2 (top) and K = 3 (bottom) in the scenario
of data available only before the peak. From left to right: forward Uncertainty Quantification based on the posterior pdf; the
fitting of the data in the two cases; scatterplot of data vs predictions; qqplot of misfits.
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Figure 11: Results of inversion for the three cases T = 20, 30, 40 for K = 3. Top row: contours of the NLL in the three cases
(left to right); the true value of the parameters is the yellow dot, the MLE estimate is the red dot. The NLL contour lines
suggest that the NLL has a unique minimum at the MLE estimate, which is always close to the true value of the parameters.
Bottom rows: Gaussian approximation of the posterior pdfs of β, r for the three cases T = 20, 30, 40 for K = 3.

would actually tell that the fitting of the case K = 2 is slightly better than the case K = 3 (numbers not
reported for brevity). The scatterplots of predictions vs data are qualitatively identical, and reasonably aligned
with the bisector, see Figure 10-top and bottom third and fourth panel. The empirical distribution of the
misfits in both cases are qualitatively identical and close to a Gaussian (see the quantile-quantile plots in
Figure 10-top and bottom-right panels). In summary, all of these diagnostic tools give little-to-no evidence
that K = 2 is the wrong choice of the under-reporting parameter. We close this example with some remarks:

• the quality of the fitting of the cases K = 2,K = 3 cannot be assessed by the R2 coefficient, which is
not well-defined for non-linear least-squares problems [68].

• if instead K is known, the SIR system is practically identifiable regardless of time, since the NLL in
the β − r plan has always a unique minimum which is always close to the true value, in all of the three
scenarios, see Figure 11-top. Of course, the time span of data collection still has an impact on the
quality of the results. Indeed, if time increases the minimum of the NLL is less and less shallow, which
implies that the uncertainty on the parameters is smaller and smaller. This is visible in Figure 11-
bottom, where we show the Gaussian approximation of the posterior pdfs of β, r. As the data time-span
increases, the posterior pdfs are more and more concentrated and, equivalently, that the system is more
and more practically identifiable (cf. Fisher information matrix criterion for practical identifiability).

Example 9 (Structural and practical non-identifiability of a SEIRD model). In this example, we discuss
the identifiability of a slightly more complicated model with incubation period (stage “E”, exposed), where we
distinguish between recovered and dead persons (stages “R” and “D”, respectively). We also assume that at
T = Tlock the parameter β changes, due to some restriction measure being enforced (lockdown).8 We call this

8A change in β of 90% was observed on real-data e.g. in [40].
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Figure 12: Prior-based forward UQ for the SEIRDz model. Left-most panel: Monte Carlo realizations and expected value of
the compartments. Remaining panels: time-evolution of the Sobol indices.

model SEIRDz: 

Ṡ = − β(t)

Npop
IS

Ė =
β(t)

Npop
IS − iE

İ = iE − dI − rI

Ṙ = rI

Ḋ = dI

where β(t) = β1 for t ≤ Tlock and β(t) = β1 − z for t > Tlock. We consider these ranges for the parameters
(that we consider as uniform random variables):

β ∈ [0.25, 0.35] r ∈ [0.06, 0.18] d ∈ [0.01, 0.02] i ∈ [0.14, 0.33] z ∈ [0.1, 0.2].

In this setting the rate r is the recovery rate (inverse of the average days of sickness), the rate d is the
mortality rate and the rate i is the inverse of the incubation time. With these intervals we are assuming
that the average number of days of sickness is roughly between 5 and 16, while the average incubation time
is roughly between 3 and 7 days. We consider Tlock = 15 and run the simulation until T = 100. We set the
initial conditions to S(0) = 0.95, E(0) = 0.04, I(0) = 0.01, R(0) = 0, D(0) = 0.

If we assume that β is constant in time, we can show that the system is structurally identifiable, by means
of the differential algebra approach. The computations are shown in details in Appendix Appendix A. Since
we have assumed that we know the time Tlock where the change in β happens, we can apply the structural
analysis results to both the time intervals t ≤ Tlock and t > Tlock separately, and conclude that the model
SEIRDz is structurally identifiable.

Figure 12 shows some results for the preliminary prior-based forward UQ analysis. The left-most panel
shows 100 Monte Carlo trajectories, and the expected value of the compartments, computed with a sparse
grid (2433 model evaluations9). It is clearly visible that the trajectories are significantly scattered, and that
the asymptotic values of the compartments vary considerably. The remaining panels show the time-evolution
of the Sobol indices, from which we can derive some information about the identifiability of the model. We
can see that not all parameters impact equally the variability of the solution, and we expect in particular that
it will be difficult to recover by the inversion procedure the value of those parameters that have the smallest
impact (i, z, β). Even more so given that we only measure the compartments I, R, D (while β would be best
recovered from the S compartment), and that we will only measure them up to a certain time, and the Sobol
indices are not constant in time (for instance, β has a significant impact on R but only at late times, say
T ≥ 30, while we measure essentially early times). Thus, while the system is structurally identifiable, it might
be practically non-identifiable. Next, we perform the inversion and check for practical identifiability. We fix

9the number of sparse grids points is larger than in Example 1, where we considered a SIR model. This is because now we have
to sample a 5-dimensional parameters space, and sparse grids suffer to a certain degree the so-called “curse of dimensionality”
[74], i.e. loosely speaking, the number of sampling points grows rapidly (more than linearly) with the number of dimensions.
A sampling method that fully suffers from this problem is cartesian sampling, where the number of points grows exponentially
with the number of dimensions.
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Figure 13: Results for inversion of SEIRDz. Top row, from left to right: the initial and final value of NLL for the 20 trials (blue
and red line, respectively) and a zoom on the final values (the value with the smallest NLL is marked with a black square);
the initial and final values of the parameters for the 20 trial (blue and red line, respectively), the correct values (black dash
lines), and the values of the parameters that yield the smallest NLL (black square marker). Bottom row: the trajectories of the
20 MLE estimates and a zoom on the E, I,D compartments. The colored trajectories are those obtained by the values of the
parameters obtained by the 20 optimization trials. The MLE trajectories are reported in full black line, while the true ones in
dashed black lines.

the parameters as

βtrue = 0.28, rtrue = 0.11, dtrue = 0.018, itrue = 0.18, ztrue = 0.18, K = 3, σ = 0.01;

and measure data until T = 40 (after peak). We repeat the minimization procedure 20 times with different
initial guesses for the parameters, to investigate the presence of local minima of the NLL, and select as MLE
estimate the results that led to the smallest NLL. The results of this procedure are shown in Figure 13-top,
where we report the initial and final values of the NLL, as well as the initial and final values of the parameters.
We can conclude that while the final values of the NLL are all close (yet not identical), the values of the
parameters show a significant variability, denoting the fact that the NLL has a multiple minima with similar
NLL value. Moreover, most of the parameters are not correctly identified. This further suggests that the
model might be practically non-identifiable, at least for the value of σ tested here. Therefore, the trajectories
corresponding to the computed values of the parameters are quite far from the true one, see Figure 13-bottom.

To confirm our diagnosis of non-identifiability, we compute the profile likelihood of the problem. Results
are shown in Figure 14. The only parameter with a deep, narrow minimum is r (compare the vertical scales)
while the other ones are in rather shallow regions. Moreover, the profile likelihoods for i, β and z are very
noisy (as expected, due to the fact that their Sobol indices are rather small). This confirms that the only
parameter that can be easily identified are r and to a certain extent d (given that the shape of the profile
likelihood is not noisy, although shallow), and overall the system is practically non-identifiable.

As mentioned, a possible workaround which might help in this situation is to learn some of the parameters
from independent studies, and thus reduce the number of parameters to be simultaneously identified. For
instance, medical studies might give us estimates of the incubation time, recovery time and death rate, so
that we are left to identify only the contact probabilities β1 and z. One has to pay attention to the fact that
setting the influential parameters to the wrong values can be however detrimental to the procedure. Here, we
fix the values of i, r, and d to their exact values and repeat the identification procedure. This is of course an
over-optimistic scenario. Another possibility would be to use, for example, r, d obtained from the inversion
procedure (whose profile likelihood is “well-shaped”, even though the one for d is quite shallow; we named this
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Figure 14: Profile likelihood for the SEIRDz identifiability problem, centered around the MLE estimates of the parameters (red
circle markers). Observe that the red markers do not always coincide with the profile likelihood. This is because the optimization
for the remaining parameters might land at different local optima (despite running the optimizer multiple times with random
initial points).
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Figure 15: Results for inversion of SEIRDz upon blocking the parameters r, d, i. Left panel: the initial and final value of NLL
for the 20 trials (blue and red line, respectively) and a zoom on the final values (the value with the smallest NLL is marked
with a black square). Mid panel: the initial and final values of β, z for the 20 trial (blue and red line, respectively), the correct
values (black dash lines), and the values of the parameters that yield the smallest NLL (black square marker). Right panel:
the true trajectories (black lines), the MLE estimate when trying to identify all parameters (colored dotted lines) and the MLE
estimates when trying to identify β, z only (full colored lines).

procedure as “hierarchical optimization” in the previous discussion). The results obtained by fixing i, r, and
d to their exact values are reported in Figure 15, which shows the same information of Figure 13, i.e. initial
and final values of NLL and parameters, and trajectories of the model. The presence of local minima in the
NLL is greatly reduced, and the identification of β1 and z is more robust and closer to the true values (this
might not always be the case though, depending on the noise level and the quality of the data). As a result, the
trajectories corresponding to this new set of parameters are closer to the true ones than the previous results,
as shown in the right-most panel.

Bibliography and further reading.

• For a general survey on practical identifiability, we refer the reader to [46, 71, 59].

• Bootstrap approaches in the context of epidemiological models are considered e.g. in [71, 59]. The
analysis in [71] considers a criterion based on ARE to conclude on identifiability, whereas in [59] a
combination of the size of the confidence interval and mean squared error of the parameters is employed.

• An extensive explanation on the use of the likelihood profiles is given in [55] and further references are
[36, 70].

• [16] provides a quite comprehensive step-by-step guide on fitting compartmental models for epidemiology,
with an eye to identifiability.
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• In the context of COVID-19, some discussion about identifiability is provided by [58].

• [36] provide an interesting example of the consequences of identifiability in the context of a SEIR-
based model for a Dengue outbreak: the system is practically non-identifiable, resulting in two sets of
parameters that show an excellent fit of the data but provide dramatically different predictions when
used to test a possible non-medical remediation strategy (removal of mosquitos).

• Optimal design of experiments can be used to improve the quality of the data to minimize the impact of
practical identifiability issues, see e.g. [42].

9. Discussion and conclusions: a revisited UQ workflow

In these notes we have reviewed some computational tools for prediction under uncertainty and model
identification for dynamical systems, which we referred to as forward and inverse Uncertainty Quantification
analyses, respectively. Combined together, these tools provide a powerful framework for reliable predictions of
the outputs of a dynamical system, and complement the punctual predictions with confidence estimates with
solid ground in probability/statistics theory. However, investigators should always carefully check whether
their model is actually identifiable, both structurally and practically. Dynamical systems might indeed be
not fully identifiable, and blindly using the prediction tools in this case can be harmful, see e.g. Example 8
or the above-mentioned case study on Dengue reported in [36].

If the system is not identifiable, the Fisher approach to the inversion problem is bound to fail, because
it intrinsically assumes identifiablity of the system, or in other words because it assumes that the NLL has
a unique minimum where the Gaussian approximation of the posterior should be centered, whereas in case
of structural non-identifiability the NLL has a manifold of minima. The case of NLL with a finite number
of local minima (symptom of practical non-identifiability, see Section 8) could instead hopefully be fixed by
acquiring more data of the right kind, that should hopefully rule out the “wrong minima”.

Conversely, MCMC methods make no assumptions on the shape of the NLL and therefore might be a
partially safer technique, However, MCMC algorithms come with a much larger computational cost and are
not entirely safe either, since they typically implement some sort of adaptive sampling, where most of the
samples are collected in regions of large likelihood, i.e., they cannot entirely escape the problem of computing
the maxima of the likelihood. Therefore, unless they are properly designed and tuned, they could fail to
realize that there might be an entire manifold of minima. A compromise solution could be to use the Fisher
approximation not plainly as the posterior pdf of the parameters, but only in the context of an importance
sampling strategy, where one still generates samples from the Fisher approximation of the posterior but then
rescales them suitably to remove any bias [5, 6].

In summary, we can modify the ideal UQ workflow sketched in Section 6 (cf. Algorithm 1) as follows:
Our theoretical discussion has been complemented with a number of small examples. None of these

consider the initial conditions of the system as unknown, but doing so would not pose any conceptual challenge
from a numerical point of view. As already mentioned in Section 7, the most appropriate theoretical tool
to investigate the structural identifiability of parameters connected to the initial conditions is the mapping
approach.

An important point that we did not discuss is the issue of model-selection. In the case when multiple
models are available (quite common in the case of epidemics modeling and, in particular, of COVID), is
there any way to tell which one has the largest statistical evidence? A large body of work is available on
this topic in the statistical literature, where several criteria have been developed to select the “best model”.
The underlying principle is that adding more parameters might lead to a better fit of the data, but the more
parameters, the larger the chances that the model is overfitted, i.e., that it adjusts to the noise and gets
limited predicting power. Thus, one should restrain from blindly adding more parameters.10 Criteria that
try to identify the optimal model among a pool of possible ones include, for example, the Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC), the Bayes Information Criterion (BIC), and the Kayshap Information Criterion (KIC). We
refer the interested reader e.g. to [65, 17, 10] for a more thorough discussion, as well as to e.g. [22] for a
discussion on a model selection strategy in the case when some models are not identifiable.

10this is a mathematical formulation of the Occam’s razor.
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Algorithm 2: Ideal UQ workflow

1 Choose a model and the prior distributions for its parameter (literature, expert opinion);
2 Determine whether the system is structurally identifiable (Sobol indices, profile likelihood,

differential algebra, mapping approach, etc.);
3 if the model is structurally identifiable then
4 while the model is not practically identifiable (bootstrap, profile likelihood, multiple restart, etc.)

do
5 Acquire more data / get information on some parameters from independent studies / perform a

hierarchical optimization;

6 end
7 choose Fisher approximation as inversion method;

8 else
9 the likelihood has a manifold of minima: choose an appropriate MCMC algorithm as inversion

method;

10 end
11 perform the inverse UQ analysis;
12 perform the forward UQ analysis based on the posterior distribution to obtain statistical information

about the quantities of interest of the model (e.g. expected value, variance, full pdf of the outputs);
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Appendix A. Structural identifiability of a SEIRD model by differential algebra

In this section we consider the SEIRD model, which is a simplified version of the SEIRDz model considered
in Example 9 with β constant in time. We show by means of the differential algebra technique explained in
Section 7 that it is structurally identifiable from prevalence data of I, R and D.
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Let us consider the following system

Ṡ = − β

Npop
IS

İ = i(Npop − S − I −R−D)− dI − rI

Ṙ = rI

Ḋ = dI

Y =
1

K
I

Z =
1

K
R

W =
1

K
D,

where we have removed the equation for the stage E, as it holds that Npop = S + E + I +R+D (the same
argument was used in Example 6, when we removed the equation for S while discussing identifiability of SIR
with data of I and R). We then rewrite the differential equations in terms of the observed variables. In
particular, we derive the following explicit expression for S from the second equation:

S = −K
i
Ẏ +Npop −K

i+ d+ r

i
Y −KW −KZ.

From this, we compute Ṡ, insert both formulas in the first differential equation above, and obtain the first
input-output equation:

−K
i
Ÿ −K i+ d+ r

i
Ẏ −KẆ −KŻ − βK2

iNpop
Y Ẏ + βKY − βK2

iNpop
(i+ d+ r)Y 2 = 0.

The other two input-output equations follow from the third and fourth differential equation above and are:

KŻ − rKY = 0 and KẆ − dKY = 0.

The set of these three input-output equations is not mutually reduced with respect to the ranking Y < Z <
W < Ẏ < Ż < Ẇ < Ÿ < Z̈ < Ẅ (other ranking would lead to the same results). The third equation is not
reduced with respect to the first one, as its leader monomial Ẇ appears also in the first one. Similarly, the
second equation is not reduced with respect to the first one. By doing some further substitutions to eliminate
Ż and Ẇ in the first equation we finally get a set of mutually reduced equations:

−K
i
Ÿ −K i+ d+ r

i
Ẏ −KdY −KrY − βK2

iNpop
Y Ẏ + βKY − βK2

iNpop
(i+ d+ r)Y 2 = 0

KŻ − rKY = 0

KẆ − dKY = 0.

The last step is to make the polynomials monic with respect to their leaders, which are Ÿ , Ż, and Ẇ ,
respectively. It then follows that all the coefficients can be uniquely determined; hence, the SEIRD model is
structurally identifiable from data of I, R, and D.
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